Synaptic behaviour and recombination nodules in the human XY pair.
A sample of 90 XY pairs from men with normal karyotypes has been analyzed by measuring their morphological features in electron micrographs of microspread spermatocytes. The classification of human XY types (Solari, 1980) has been given stricter definitions. Stepwise splitting of the axes is seen in types 1 and 2. The development of axial branches and lengthening of the X axis is seen in type 3. In the two subtypes a and b of type 4 the net-like filamentous array grows in length to a maximum (average = 59.7 microns) in subtype b. The location of the putative Y kinetochore defines a short arm that measures 22.34% of Y axis length, and the kinetochore of the X axis defines a short arm of 38.15% of the axial length. The average number of excrescences in the X axis is 19.9 and in the Y is 4.3. The frequency of a non-homologous, distal end-joining grows steadily from type 0 to type 3. The average length of the synaptonemal complex (SC) in 51 XY pairs of types 1 and 2 is 1.33 microns (SD = 0.65) and it corresponds to 25.54% of the Y axis length. Thus, the average SC covers the short arm of the Y and the pericentromeric region. Maximum lengths of this SC may reach up to 81.8% of the Y axis. 30 recombination nodules (RNs) were located in 26 XY pairs, and 90% of the nodules are located in the distal half of the short arm of the Y axis. Thus, RNs are restricted to a segment much shorter than the length of the average SC. A gradient of decreasing probability of recombination may reach up to the centromeric region of the Y chromosome. Some possible consequences of these facts are discussed.